We poets from around the world, proclaim to the Hazara people, that we are in full solidarity with your civic and cultural movements to protect your human rights. We are aware that you are victims of systematic crimes, including genocide, slavery, forced displacement, discrimination, and the invasion of your homeland, Hazaristan. However, like the movements that ended apartheid in South Africa, and the American civil rights movement, your movements such as the Hazara Enlightenment movement will also achieve success. We hear your voices, we reflect it in our poetry, and lift it into contemporary world literature.

Today, the systematic crimes against the Hazara in Afghanistan and Pakistan are proof that the Hazara are being deprived of their human rights. In Afghanistan, where the Hazara are its native people, the government ignores the crimes against the Hazara, and misleads the international community by granting the Hazara a few insignificant government posts.

Some of the most recent crimes against the Hazara are:

- Ignoring demands for their basic rights and equal treatment
- Attacks on peaceful Hazara protests, for example on July 23, 2016, a bloody attack on the peaceful protest of the Hazara Enlightenment movement killed and injured over 400 in Kabul.
- Oppressive actions by the government against the Hazara Enlightenment movement including refusal to provide security for its gatherings and protests, isolating and blocking roads at protests, censoring, threatening the movement’s activists with detention, and firing on them from public institutions.
- Using terrorists to obstruct Hazara travel by abducting, torturing, killing, and beheading them, including children and women. This has made the secure passage of Hazara impossible on nearly all roads in Afghanistan.
- Organizing war crimes including bloody attacks on Hazara religious and non-religious gatherings in major cities like Kabul and Mazar i Sharif.
- Allowing attacks on Hazara villagers by armed Pashtun nomads who have full government and Taliban support.
- Allowing organized attacks on Hazara activists, artists and writers.
- Systematic discrimination against the Hazara in public institutions and governmental offices.
- Marginalization of the Hazara by depriving them of fulfilling careers, and allowing them only manual labor jobs. Hazara make up less than 5% of those employed in public institutions and governmental offices.
- Driving frustrated and hopeless young Hazara to drug addiction.
- Allocating less than 2% of the national budget to Hazara areas.
- Posting of Hazara soldiers and officers to the most dangerous parts of Afghanistan.
• Afghan government agreements with western countries for forced deportation targeting primarily Hazara asylum seekers.

The attacks and systematic destruction of the Hazara are being carried out by the Afghan government and the terrorist groups including the Taliban and Daesh. There are many reports on the links between some high-ranking officials and terrorist groups.

In Pakistan, the Hazara are still under attack, and the government is not able or not willing to protect them.

Organized attacks and genocide of the Hazara in the 21st century continue the policies of Hazara ethnic cleansing and invasion of their lands.

In the 19th century, during the rule of Afghan Dost Mohammad Khan, The Hazara, made up about 67% of their country’s population. However, many Hazara faced forced displacement during this period.

At the end of the century, Afghan king, Abdurrahman Khan, with British support, planned the genocide of the Hazara. More than 62% were killed, thousands were sold as slaves and many parts of the Hazara’s lands had been invaded. After these crimes, in this area, the name Afghanistan appeared on maps.

Afghanistan’s entire 20th century history has been marked by killings of Hazaras and systematic discrimination against them. On February 10 and 11, 1993 in the Afshar area of Kabul, the Mujahadeen government, and its allies exterminated and left injured thousands of Hazara men, women and children. In August 1998, the Taliban killed more than ten thousand Hazaras in the northern city of Mazar-i-Sharif. Similar bloodbaths quickly spread to other parts of Afghanistan including Yakawlang. Destroying Hazara history and promoting an inaccurate, demeaning history of their culture have been further strategies, in addition to violent crimes. For example, in March 2001, the Taliban notoriously destroyed the ancient Buddha sculptures of Bamyan which were principal symbols of Hazara history and culture, and one of the most popular masterpieces of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity. Such is the history of two centuries of crimes against the Hazara, and from which they still suffer.

We, the poets world-wide address our letter to the civil and human rights activists and organizations, and ask them to monitor the Hazara rights situation, document the crimes against them, raise awareness in the world about the Hazara, and put pressure on the government to end the crimes. The crimes mentioned in the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide and the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination are the same as the crimes that the Hazara suffered and still suffer. Those conventions should be helpful to prevent the crimes against the Hazara.

We, the poets world-wide address our letter to the immigration directories, and ask them to grant Hazara asylum seekers political asylum. The condition of the Hazara fit the 1951 Refugee convention and related protocols. The agreement with the Afghan government on forced deportation is another crime in addition to those they suffer.
We ask the world’s politicians to recognize the Hazara genocide in their national parliaments and in international communities, to use all legal methods to stop crimes against the Hazara permanently, and see that the victims are compensated.

We especially ask the British government to officially apologize to the Hazara for supporting the Afghan dictator at the end of 19th century. This support resulted in the genocide, slavery, forced displacement and systematic discrimination—much of which abides today. It merits compensation to the descendants of the wronged.

The international community should put pressure on the governments of Afghanistan and Pakistan, and make their aid conditional on the improvement of human rights including the Hazara rights.

Again, we the poets world-wide are with the Hazara.

Signatures:

- Kamran Mir Hazar, poet, Hazaristan, Norway
- Fernando Rendón, poet, editor, and director of International Poetry Festival of Medellin (Colombia)
- Etnairis Ribera, poet, Puerto Rico
- Vyacheslav Kupriyanov, poet, Russia
- Berry Heart, poet, Botswana
- Alfredo Fressia, poet, Uruguay, Brazil
- Achour Fenni, poet, Algeria
- Carlos López Degregori, poet, Perú
- Winston Morales Chavarro, poet, Colombia
- Irena Matijašević, poet, Croatia
- Carla Christopher, poet, U.S.A.
- André Cruchaga, poet, El Salvador
- Iris Miranda, poet, Puerto Rico
- Rafael Patiño Góez, poet, Colombia
- Luz María López, poet and editor, Puerto Rico
- Dragana Evtimova, poet and translator, Macedonia
- Lee Kuei-shien, poet, Taiwan
- Laus Strandby Nielsen, poet, Denmark
- Sulma Montero, poet, Bolivia
- Neeli Cherkovski, poet, U.S.A.
- Beppe Costa, poet, Italy
- Bina Sarkar Ellias, poet, India
- Chen Hsiu-chen, poet, Taiwan
- Rati Saxena, poet, India
• Fadıl Oktay, poet, Turkey
• Metin Cengiz, poet, Turkey
• Fahredin Shehu, poet, Kosovo
• Debasmita Ganguly, poet, India
• Angelina Llongueras, poet, Catalonia
• Hussein Habasch, poet, Kurdistan
• A’zam Obidov, poet, Uzbekistan
• Attila F. Balázs, poet, editor, and translator, Slovakia
• Simón Zavala Guzmán, poet, Ecuador
• Bengt Berg, poet, Sweden
• Jalal El Hakmaoui, poet, Morocco, Marruecos
• William Perez Vega, poet, Puerto Rico
• Markus Barbarossa, poet, Austria
• Jean-Marc Desgent, poet, Quebec, Canada
• Marco Cinque, poet and musician, Italy
• Antonino Caponnetto, poet, Italy
• Gabriel Ánge, poet, Colombia
• Ahmad al shahawy, poet and journalist, Egypt
• Olivera Docevska, lawyer, poet, diplomat, human rights activist, translator and editor, Macedonia
• Eduardo Esparza, painter, Colombia
• Ricardo Rubio, poet, Argentina
• Elsa Tió, poet, Puerto Rico
• Carlos Barbarito, poet, Argentina
• Dan Taulapapa McMullin, poet and artist, American Samoa & U.S.A.
• Ioana Trica, poet, Romania
• Catherine Marchais, poet, France
• Peter Semolič, poet, Slovenia
• Alexander Zanches, poet, Panama
• Carolina Zamudio, poet, Argentina
• Annabell Manjarrés Freyle, poet, Colombia
• Manuel Pachon Freyle, poet, Colombia
• Antonella A. Rizzo, poet, Italy
• Carlos Ciro, poet, Colombia
• Stefania Di Lino, poet, Italy
• Franca Palmieri, poet, Italy
• Fabrizio Arrighi, poet, Italy
• Giovanna Iorio, poet, Italy
• Xibri Valbona, poet, Italy
• Lina María Trujillo, poet, Colombia
• Alfonso Rendon, poet, Panama
Andrea Garbin, poet, Italy
Iris Violeta Pujols, poet, Puerto Rico
Alessandro Galli, poet, Italy
Stefania Battistella, poet, Italy
Jona Burghardt, poet, Argentina
Jason Forbus, poet, Italy
Maria Ostolaza, poet, Puerto Rico
Carlos Andrés Jaramillo, poet, Colombia
Althea Romeo-Mark, poet, Antigua
Cristina Domenech, poet, Argentina
Adriano Corrales Arias, poet, Costa Rica
Aida Parraga, poet, EL Salvador
Luis Fernando Osorno Giraldo, poet, Colombia
Angela Tello, poet, Colombia
George M Momogos, poet, South Africa
Anthony L. Tan, poet, Philippines
Alicia Minjarez Ramírez, poet, Mexico
Gémino H. Abad, poet, Philippines
Dušan Gojkov, poet, Serbia
Dinah Roma, poet, Philippines
Shailja Patel, poet, Kenya
Keshab Sigdel, poet, Nepal
Valeriano Forte, poet, Italy
Marc Delouze, poet, France
Hatto Fischer, poet, Germany
Gerry Loose, poet, Scotland
K. Satchidanandan, poet, India
George Momogos, poet, South Africa
Samir Delgado, poet, Canary Islands
Tobias Burghardt, poet, Germany
Daniel de Culla, poet, Spain
Agneta Falk, poet, Sweden
Jack Hirschman, poet, U.S.A.
Heike Fiedler, author, performer, Switzerland
Torgeir Rebolledo Pedersen, poet, Norway
Vladimir Marku, poet, Albania
Aju Mukhopadhyay, poet, India
Jüri Talvet, poet, Estonia
Mario Castro, poet, Chile
Ostap Slyvynsky, poet and translator, Ukraine
Winston Farrell, poet, Barbados
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- Senem Gokel, poet, Cyprus
- Cristian Avecillas, poet, Ecuador
- Erling Kittelsen, poet, Norway
- Daniel Freidemberg, poet, Argentina
- Robin S Ngangom, poet, India
- Erik Arellana Bautista, poet, Colombia, Germany
- Daniela Dante, poet, Italy
- Gabriel Rosenstock, poet, Ireland
- Jack Foley, poet, U.S.A.
- Mohammad Taghi Khavari, poet, Iran
- Rafiq Kathwari, poet, Kashmir, U.S.A.
- Waqas Khwaja, poet, Pakistan
- Ronnie Hawkins, poet, Colombia
- Marino Santalucia, poet, Italy
- Sonia Maioli, poet, Italy
- Maria Elena Mesa Mejia, poet, Cuba
- Rosario Napoli, poet, Italy
- Daniel Acevedo, poet, Colombia
- Basir Ahang, poet, Hazaristan, Italy
- Silvia Miguens, writer, Argentina
- Kala Ramesh, Poet, India
- Henry MBA Mellem, poet, Togo, Cameroon
- Synnøve Persen, Sami poet, Norway
- William Alfaro, poet, El Salvador
- William Allegreza, poet, U.S.A.
- Anna Lombardo, poet, Italy
- Sergio Badilla Castillo, poet, academic and journalist, Chile
- Víctor Manuel Pinto, poet, Venezuela
- Robert Max, poet, Colombia
- Subodh Sarkar, Bengali poet, India
- Giuseppe Napolitano, poet, editor and organizer of international poetry meeting, Italy
- Alessandro Assiri, poet, Italy
- Diane Lefer, poet and fiction writer, U.S.A.
- Silvana Berki, poet, Finland
- Julio César Pavanetti Gutiérrez, poet, Uruguay, Spain
- Christopher Okemwa, poet, Kenya
- Alfredo Luna, poet, Argentina
- Enrica Borrini, poet, Italy
- Dimitar Anakiev, poet, filmmaker and activist, Slovenia
- Fabrizio Arrighi, poet, Italy
- Richard Krawiec, poet, U.S.A.
• Antanas A. Jonynas, poet, Lithuania
• Julio Salgado, poet, Argentina
• Juan Cameron, poet, Chile
• Alina Beatrice Chesca, poet, Romania
• Aubin Alongnifal, poet and researcher in public law, Cameroon
• Yiorgos Chouliaras, poet, Greece
• Claudio Amancio Suarez, poet, Argentina
• Ernesto P. Santiago, poet, Philippines
• Joy Harjo, poet, musician, writer, performer, U.S.A.
• Hilde Susan Jaegtnes, screenwriter and poet, Norway
• Rhyme Sonny, poet, Ghana
• Santiago B. Villafania, poet, Philippines
• Tamer Öncül, poet, Cyprus
• Ricardo Luis Plaul, poet, Argentina
• Marta Ortiz, poet, Argentina
• Gertrude Fester, poet, South Africa
• Phillippa Yaa de Villiers, poet, South Africa
• Lucía Revuelta, poet, Peru
• Carlos Manuel Rivera, poet-performer, Puerto Rico
• Karla Coreas, Poet, translator, and Director Latin American Poetry Festival in New York
• Teresa Orbegoso, poet, Argentina
• Roberto Masiero, writer and poet, Italy
• Hashem Javadzadeh, poet, painter and photographer, Iran
• Marry Ailonieida Somby, Sami writer, Norway
• Jan Erik Vold, poet, Norway
• Adjei Agyei-Baah, poet, and founder of Poetry Foundation, Africa Haiku Network, Ghana
• Umar Timol, poet, Mauritius
• Hanan Awwad, poet and president of Palestine PEN, Palestine
• C.K. Stead, poet, New Zealand
• Ostap Nožak, poet, Ukraine, Poland
• Teresa Mei Chuc, poet, U.S.A.
• Marjorie Evasco, Philippines
• Hawad, poet, Amazigh Tuareg
• Benny Franklin, poet, Brazil
• Zeravan Silevani, poet, Kurdistan
• Daniel De Culla, poet, writer and photographer, Spain
• Omar Ardila, poet and essayist, Colombia
• Abdul Milazi, poet, author and musician, Johannesburg, South Africa
• Anandi Fernandez, poet, Argentina, India
• Eduardo Llanos Melussa, poet, Chile.
• Germain Droogenbroodt, poet, Belgium, Spain
• Birgitta Jonsdottir, Poetician/parliamentarian for the Pirate Party in the Icelandic Parliament
• Bernard Noël, poet and writer, France
• Helene Laprevotte, writer, France
• Ersi Sotiropoulos, poet and writer, Greece
• Fabio Barcellandi, poet, Italy
• Bernard Noël, poet and writer, France
• Helene Laprevotte, writer, France
• Ersi Sotiropoulos, poet and writer, Greece
• Fabio Barcellandi, poet, Italy
• Hernán Sánchez Barros, poet and writer, Argentina
• Ali-Tagba Tétérého, poet, Togo, West Africa
• Hugo Francisco Rivella, poet, Argentina
• Kozeta Zavalani, poet, journalist, writer and publisher, Albania

Hazara Rights

www.HazaraRights.com
https://www.facebook.com/HazaraRights/

For more information, please contact Hazara poet Kamran Mir Hazar at email: kamran@kamranmirhazar.com

Website: www.kamranmirhazar.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/KamranPoetry